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Hart takes Super Tuesday lead in 2 states
Gary Hart held strong leads in the
Florida and Massachusetts Democratic presidential primaries Tuesday night. Walter Mondale won in
Alabama, his only solid primary success on a Super Tuesday he once
hoped would all but clinch him the
nomination.
Hart and Mondale were battling to a
Georgia standoff.
TV networks said Hart would win
Florida and Massachusetts - the two
largest delegate blocks at stake on a
511-delegate night. They said Georgia

was too close to call.
Rhode Island also was voting. Earliest returns showed a dead heat, but
network voter interviews indicated
Hart was ahead.
Four other states held caucuses,
with results due late Tuesday or
Wednesday.
Sen. John Glenn, the Rev. Jesse
Jackson and former Sen. George McGovern picked their spots carefully,
looking tor a surprise to put them in
contention. McGovern trailed Hart
and Mondale in third place in Massachusetts. Jackson was strongest in*

Georgia and Alabama, while Glenn
slipped into second place ahead of
Hart in Alabama.
With 36 percent of the precincts
reporting from Florida, Hart 40 percent, Mondale 28 percent. In Alabama, with 46 percent counted, it was
Mondale 33 percent, Glenn had 23
percent, Hart 22 and Jackson 17.
In Georgia, 66 percent of the precincts had been counted, and Mondale
had 30 percent, Hart 29 in one of the
states in which Mondale, the pre-season frontrunner crippled in the early
primary going, had hoped to fashion a

Southern revival.
The partial count there:
Mondale 121,347 or 30 percent.
Hart 117,047 or 29 percent.
Glenn 72,756 or 18 percent.
Jackson 72,114 or 18 percent.
MONDALE WON a 10th contest, a
mail-in by Democrats living abroad;
just three delegates were involved.
The surging Hart was favored in
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, but
hoped to block Mondale's Southern
revival and demonstrate nationwide
appeal for his own "new ideas" candidacy.

"I think we are goingto do well" in
Alabama, Georgia and Florida," Hart
said.
"I'm fighting back and I'm making
my stand here in Alabama, Georgia
and Florida," said Mondale, the former front-runner struggling to steady
his campaign in the face of Hart's
surge. Mondale led in Alabama, but
Georgia and Florida seemed much
closer.
John Glenn and George McGovern
hoped to survive. Glenn was $2 million

in debt and McGovern said he'd quit if
he finished third or worse in Massachusetts. Jesse Jackson had his first
bid in states with a big black vote, but
polls gave no sign he would move up.
The' 511 delegates involved in the
day's competition are more than onefourth of the 1,967 needed for nomination at the convention.
Before yesterday, Mondale led the
fight for delegates with 152 to 35 for
Hart, 17 for Glenn and 7 for Jackson;
55 are uncommitted.

Minority difficulties
examined by panel
by Tom Reed
staff reporter

The University probably will not
take a more active interest in minority problems until minorities show
more concern for themselves, members of a panel discussion said Friday.
Panelist Robert Perry, professor of
ethnic studies, said the University has
no reason to change its attitude unless
minorities unite and voice their problems.
"The faculty and staff that are in
the majority are not going to do a
damn thing to help us until we start
making some noise," Perry said.
The panel, examining minority difficulties on campus, focused on their
Eroblems in the past and present and
ow they could be solved in the future.
Perry said that while students have
been given chances to meet and voice
their problems, many have passed on
these opportunities;

bg news staff/Sue Cross

Ouch!
Having fun while school was cancelled yesterday are Tony White (left) and his friend Matt
Newman, seventh graders at Bowling Green Junior High School. White fires a snowball at
Newman on the steps of Eppler South.

"Students tell me every day how we
(minorities) are being discriminated
against, but when it comes time to
talk about ways of stopping it at
meetings, they always have something better to do," he said.
While the black campus population
is small, the Rev. Floyd Rose, Toledo
NAACP President, said other minorities in the United States have succeeded in getting the government's
attention.
"I know there aren't many blacks
on this campus, but look at the five
million Jews in America," Rose said.
"While there aren't that many of
them, they have united and loudly

voiced their demands. And let me tell
iou they have made their presence
elt."
UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS Don VTapree, a panel member, said it is
difficult for blacks to get their demands met by the University, but it is
not impossible. Viapree said that
when he was a student in the '70s,
blacks were unified and through a
demonstration, persuaded the university to accept more black students,
hire more black faculty, create an
ethnic studies program and renovate
the Northeast Commons basement
into a minority conference room.
Though the initial proposal was
rejected, the demonstrators did not
give up.
"We went over to the 'Presidential
Palace' and his representatives told
us that they didn't nave the money,"
he said. "But, when we threatened to
bring the (Black) Panthers on campus you should have seen how fast
they found their wallets."
Perry claimed the only reason
blacks were allowed on the campus in
the '60s was to participate in athletics.
"The only reason ihey wanted us
here is because we could run faster
and jump higher than the whites,"
Perry said.
Another panelist, Ernest Champion
said minority problems are not given
enough attention in academic programs either.
Champion said he may recommend
that every student be required to take
an ethnic studies course.
While the demonstration in the '70s
brought more black students and faculty, all five panelist agreed the University needs more.

Ethics gained through sports sidelined in favor of winning
by Morgan K. Sales
ossistant copy editor

The moral values people gain while
participating in sports seem to have
been placed on the sideline and replaced by a belief that "gaining an
advantage" is the key to success
according to Dean Purdy, research
assistant, who teaches sports and
sociology at the University.
If sports teaches the values of leadership, teamwork, and sportsmanship, then children and athletes
should be taught those values. The
values should not be sacrificed in
pursuit of winning, Purdy said.
"What kind of values are we (so-

ciety) teaching when we teach them
(young athletes) how to gain an advantage on their opponents, as
coaches say? They don't want to
cheat, but they want to gain an advantage," Purdy said.
John (Jack) Gregory, University
athletic director, said although ethics
have been sacrificed by some people
who are in charge of athletic programs, the situation has not become
an epidemic.
"Society has forced a change in
many athletic programs, and I nave
to disagree with toe few people who
over-glorify and make it (unethical
practices) typical in all athletic programs," Gregory said.

Starting with sporadic efforts in the
1930s and peaking in the early 1970s
there was a push to examine how the
ethics so often praised in athletic
participation had been abandoned,
according to Earle Ziegler, professor
of education at Western Ontario University.
Ziegler, past president of the Philosophic Society lor the Study of Sport
(1974-75), spoke at the University last
week about "An Urgent Need: Sport
and Physical Education Ethics."
ZIEGLER SAID the biggest hurdle
causing many coaches, and even
players, to abandon moral values
preached in sports, is the win-loss
record.

Glenn in favor of arms talks
by Christopher Brush
wire editor
EDITOR'S NOTE The following is the
second port of o news analysis on fhe
National Loppy Against Nuclear Arms

WASHINGTON D.C. - Sen. John
Glenn wants to get the nuclear arms
talks started again, one of his aides
told the National Lobby Against Nuclear Arms last week.
Glenn, on his presidential campaign, had asked one of his aides to
speak to the student lobby.
"The core of his (Glenn's) policy is
to get the arms talks started again,"
Mike Mohr, State Department Congressional Fellow in Office, said.
Glenn thinks the important thing is to
continue a dialogue on arms reduction
between the United States and the
Soviet Union, Mohr said.
"Faith and trust between the two
sides must be built back up" to gain a
reduction of arms, Mohr said.
Glenn, D-Ohio, has repeatedly
voted against the MX for two reasons.

Strategically the MX is too large and
hard to make mobile.
Secondly, Glenn thinks the MX missile is too dangerous. The MX is being
replaced in a 2-to-l ratio with binary
chemical weapons. Transportation of
these chemical weapons could be lethal, Mohr said.
THE SENATOR is in favor of a
mutual reduction-slow build-up with
the Soviets. The United States would
stay below the set limit of nuclear
arms, but the Soviets would be asked
to slowly decrease their nuclear
weapon reserves.
On the Anti-Satellite Weapon
(ASAT) issue, Glenn is opposed to the
development and deployment of
ASATs.
The Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty of
1972 allows for research on developing
new technology for ASATs but not for
the testing of the system.
"Reagan wants to increase nuclear
arms, and that would be breaking the
treaty," Mohr said. "If anything
comes of it, it's not that far from a
declaration of war" in the Soviets
eyes.

The president made his nuclear
arms policy before he knew the Soviet
missiles are mainly land-based. The
Soviet Union could perceive the move
to a nuclear arms build-up as a direct
threat to them. Mohr said.
Of other Ohio lawmakers on Capital
Hill, Rep. Delbert Latta, R-Bowlinff
Green was not in his office and could
not be reached for comment when six
University students visited him. Latta's voting record on nuclear arms
issues shows he has consistently voted
against the Nuclear Freeze resolution
and all other related legislation.
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio,
like Glenn, opposes the MX and favors freezing toe funds for testing of
an ASAT system, Dan Grady, legislative director who spoke for the
senator, said.
"Metzenbaum is opposed to the
buildup the administration is for, but
he is not for a unilateral disarmament," Grady said.
Concerning the ASAT issue, Grady
agrees with Metzenbaum that it could
only hurt the United States.

"It's not a coach's fault, because if
he does not win a fair number, he
goes. Winning gives coaches a selfinvestment in their sport because it's
their jobs - their butts - that are on
the line," he said.
Sports, especially collegiate and
Olympic sports, are no longer the
amateur events they once were, Ziegler and Purdy said. Ziegler also said
there exists an "underhanded approach to the question of amateurism" for athletes.

"It's a farce. Everybody knows that defined as more than extracurricular
this (collegiate football) is minor activities for the athlete, and academleague football. Is there a way of ics become secondary, a question of
SDing back to teaching values, letting ethics may be raised, Purdy said.
"It's a carrot and stick kind of thing
le participants have fun in an extracurricular activity?" Purdy asked.
that we wave in front of the young
"Part of the problem is the physical athlete and say: 'You want to be the
proximity of the athletic departments best, right?' he said. "With those
to the rest of the university. The kinds of carrots hung out there, if we
athletic department is on the other don't really fight to keep the kid on an
side of campus - off by itself, but it's academic track, then he's being
like that at every university.''
used" he added.
see ETHICS page four
At the point that sports become

University absorbs cost of ceiling repair
The University probably will pay
the full cost to repair a section of
fallen ceiling in the Moore Musical
Arts Center instead of snaring the
expense with either the building's
architect or contractor.
Originally, it was hoped that either
the architect or contractor would assume some of the cost for repairing
the defect in the five-year-old build
ing. However, neither is under contractual obligation to correct such a
defect, Roland Engler, University
architect said.
Engler said it is unknown what the
repair will cost, but an outside firm

will be employed to make the repair.
The ceiling began to drop in late
November when anchor pins which
support the suspended celling began
breaking, Engler said.
The faulty anchor pins are isolated
in the oldest wing of the building over
several graduate assistant's offices,
Engler said.
The University intended to enlist
the aid of the State Architect's Office
if the collapse was a result of faulty
workmanship or incorrect planning.
The State Architect's Office may have
been able to persuade a party at fault
to share some expenses, Engler said.

But the University was unable to
prove anyone was at fault, he added.
"No one knows exactly why the
ceiling came down in one or two
places," Engler said. "We ran load
tests on the anchors, and they proved
fully capable of supporting the ceiling.
It's like buying a new car when
one of the tires goes bad. You don't
know why the tire went bad; it just
did," he said.
Engler said the project architect,
the firm of Bauer, Stark and Lashbrook, had been consulted to help
determine the cause of the problem.
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Cloudy this morning with increasing sunshine throughout the day.
High near 40
Clear tonight with a ow near 35
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Deficit beyond Reagan's control

editorial
Questioning emergency
support for El Salvador
The discussion resumes today concerning the administration's
proposal to rush (93 million in emergency aid to El Salvador.
President Reagan claims that the Salvadoran army needs this
money to maintain their struggle against Marxist guerilla forces
and without it, the insurgents will disrupt the elections planned for
later this month.
Critics of the president's policy in El Salvador say that the United
States has been supporting a government which strays a great deal
from our own ideals. Although some pressure has been put on the
government there to ease up on the murders by the right-wing
death squads, little progress has been made.
Those opposed to the president also say proponents of the policy
are more interested in obtaining a military solution than a
diplomatic result, which would include social reforms and more
democratic participation by the people. Statistics seem to support
this. Recent statistics show that in a one year period, chicken pox
had increased by 93 percent, measles were up by 550 percent, and
overall, 75 percent of the children there were suffering from
malnutrition. These figures, coupled with the remaining death
squad activity, makes one wonder how our aid is being used.
The result has left partisan bickering resulting in a feeling of
distrust for the administration's goals there, and a reluctance by
Democrats to continue supporting the regime in that nation.
But the physical proximity of El Salvador makes that nation a
definite consideration for our government. The United States
pledged support for that nation and we must fulfill our pledge.
But, to continue to receive support, the Salvadoran government
must also begin to fulfill a few pledges. One such pledge should be
to begin actual dismemberment of the terrorist death squads.
Certain criteria should be erected, as the recent Kissinger report
suggests, and the Salvadorans should begin to meet those requirements to continue to receive our aid.
Secondly, free elections should be monitored in this nation to
establish and maintain a government closer to our own. Supporting
a government who sponsors terrorism and abuses the election
process makes our nation seem inconsistent to the rest of the world.
The bottom line is that the Salvadorans should realize that if they
desire our aid, they should abide by what this nation stands for and
exhorts to the rest of the world. They should know that it is
ludicrous for us to support a government fighting Marxism while
practicing fascism itself. By creating a bipartisan commission to
monitor such progress, the president can prove his critics wrong
and quell their complaints. Until this is done, those who suspect his
policies have quite a case.

Sleeping through a

by Kenneth York

Beyond all the hoopla of the primaries, something more important is
going on: the magical mysterious
budgetary process. Five hundred lawyers in Washington are right now
deciding how to spend $900 billion
dollars. Seven hundred billion in taxes
will flow in, and nine hundred billion
will flow out... .
The president is supposed to carry
the mandate of the people because he
is the only member of the government
elected by all the people, so he is
Siven the task of suggesting a budget
> Congress, which Congress may
change however it deems appropriate. The expenditures the president
suggests are intended to reflect the
wishes of the country as a whole
rather than the regional interests of
senators and representatives. It is an
expedient compromise: the president
submits a realistic budget (i.e., one
the Congress would want to modify
only slightly) and the Congress returns for presidential signature realistic spending and tax bills (i.e., ones
the president would be willing to sign
into law). Therefore it is less a fiscal
statement than a political document.
Since the New Deal, budgets have
been chronically in deficit, according
to the Keynesian economic theory
that in times of recession the government should deficit spend to stimulate
recovery. The logic of Keynesian theory is politically lnfeaslble. however;
during times of inflation the government should have a budget surplus, to
dampen inflation. It is difficult to
imagine an argument that would convince taxpayers that when their dollars are worth less and less, that they
should pay more and more in taxes, or
that the government should ever collect more in taxes than it plans to
spend.
Who is to blame for the new deficits
of $200 billon a year, Congress or
Reagan? Is it the result of the Reagan
tax cuts or a recalcitrant Congress
which refuses to cut spending? Reagan's budget, if passed wholly unchanged, would still produce a deficit
of $150 billion, and last year Congress
passed a budget only $1 billion larger
than the one Reagan submitted. But
Reagan can get neither the credit nor
the blame for budget deficits, because
Reagan has no power on appropriations beyond the veto. It is Congress
which passes spending and tax Dills,
and which could pass over Reagan's

veto. Reagan has suggested that he
should be given line-item veto power,
but then fie would properly get the
credit - or the blame - for the level of
the deficit, a mixed blessing at best.
Not so long ago the Democrats
never worried about deficits, never
fretted about the consequences of long
term deficit spending. Recently they
have become quite concerned, now
that the deficits are $200 billion and
maybe more. The Democrats are
right, but for the wrong reason. The
deficits are bad, but they are only a
hint of the basic problem. Debt service payments as recently as 1980 were
$75 billion, but this year they will
amount to $148 billion. Most of the
deficit is to pay for previous borrowing on previous deficit spending. Twothirds of all available credit will be
absorbed by the government. Yet. the
government spends even more than
what is listed in the budget because
many expenditures are classified as
off-budget, or are future obligations.
The deficit is just the money that the
government owes this year, it gives
not the slightest indication of how
much the government has promised
to pay in the future. Currently, the

government's outstanding obligations
come to a mere $1.2 trillion dollars.
What can be done? There are only
two possible solutions: raise taxes or
cut spending. Raising taxes has never
been popular, among Congress and
taxpayers alike. Today we pay in
taxes about 20 percent of the GNP. An
increase in taxes now would likely
reverse the economic recovery,
bringing back double digit unemployment, reduced economic growth and
less taxable income to be used to pay
future obligations. Socking it to the
rich won't do it, because only 10
percent of households have incomes
over $35,000, and according to Peter
Grace (who gave his name to the
Grace Commission) even a 100 percent tax on all of them would not pay
the cost ofgovernment for more than
a month. The government runs on the
income of the middle class.

According to a recent Gal' JO poll, 70
percent preferred to cut the deficit by
spending cuts rather than tax increases. Being generally in favor of
cutting spending is easy, but finding
where to make the cuts is difficult.
About two- thirds of all federal out-

lays are now classified as uncontrollable, mostly entitlement programs
such as food stamps and SocialSecurity, and suggesting cuts in Social
Security is Just an easy way to announce one's retirement from government service. The most often heard
suggestion is to cut defense spending,
butihe defense budget is only a little
larger than the deficit - to balance the
budeet by defense spending cuts alone
would eliminate the defense budget.
The difficult truth is that if cuts are to
be made, they must be made in domestic programs, which goes a long
way towards explaining why we have
had two years of very large deficits,
and why they will continue.
Keynesian economists once danced
with glee at the discovery that deficit
spending was harmless because, after
all, it was money that we owed ourselves. We are now discovering that
the more money we owe ourselves,
the poorer we become.

York, a third year graduate student in
industrial, labor relations, is a staff
columnist for the News.
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S3P?*-!aH2fc** political use of superstition
by Art Buchwald

I went over to the Justice Department the other day at about 11
o'clock, walked into the antitrust division, and found everyone sleeping.
I woke up one of the attorneys.
"Sir," I said. "I'm sorry to disturb
you, but I have some important news
for you. Standard Oil of California is
buying the Gulf Oil Company."
"You woke me up to tell me that?"
"I though it could be important.
SOCAL and Gulf are among the largest firms in the oil business, and the
merging of the two firms is certainly
a violation of the antitrust laws."
The attorney at the next desk said,
"Hey, Harry, will you guys hold it
down? I'm trying to catch a few
winks."
Harry said, "This guy says SOCAL
is going to buy Gulf, Frank."
"So what? It's a free country,"
Frank yawned.
"Yes," I said, "but if you let two oil
Gouatbs merge you'll be stifling competition."
"What concern is that of ours?"
Frank wanted to know.
"I just thought the Antitrust Department of Justice should be alerted.
Isn't it your job to see that there is
competition in the marketplace?"
"You mean you want us to sue
SOCAL to prevent them from buying
Gulf?" Frank asked. "What kind of
antitrust lawyers do you think we
are?"
"If we stuck our nose into every
two-bit takeover case in this country,
we'd clog the courts with work,"
Harry said.
I protested, "This is not a two-bit
takeover case. It's going to cost SOCAL $13 billion, and it won't produce
one cup of new fuel for the country.
You can't let oil companies eat each
other up without a fight."

Frank said, "We didn't do anything
about Texaco taking over Getty. Why
should we interfere in someone taking
over Gulf?"
"Takeovers are good for business,"
Harry said. "They drive up a company's stock and a lot of lawyers get rich
overnight."
"But what about the public?" I
said. "How do we benefit from competition when two companies in the
same business make a sweetheart
deal with each other?"
Frank took a Twinkie out of his
drawer and started nibbling on it. "If
we thought the merging of two of the
largest oil companies in the world
would hurt the public we'd be in court
right now. But a marriage of this kind
should benefit everybody. It could put
a damper on these ruthless gas price
wars that are cutting into everyone's
profits."
Harry said, "And it will be a warning to the independent stations to stop
giving away tree car washes when
you buy a full tank of gas."
"What about the banks?" I said.
"SOCAL wants a $14 billion credit to
buy Gulf. That's $14 billion the banks
can't loan to other types of companies
that might create jobs and invest in
new equipment."
"That's not our concern," Harry
said. "Our job is to see that the
antitrust laws are not violated. There
is nothing in the Gulf takeover that
will hurt competition in the marketplace."
"What have you people done in the
last four years to stimulate competition in the marketplace?"
"We broke up the phone company,"
said Frank proudly. "And there isn't
a person in the country who isn't
better off for it. If you don't believe
me, just wait until you get your bill
next month."

Buchwald is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Times Syndicate

We can count the former easily
enough; when will a supposed god
ever nave the intellectual, moral and
The attempts of Reagan, fundamen- intestinal fortitude to stand up and be
talists and senators to add an amend- counted by people? I will wager that
ment to the Constitution to promote such will and can never be the case,
and require school children to pray, and a thing that fails to demonstrate
points out the intellectual and moral that it exists is hardly anything to be
weakness of trying to maintain myth- praised, feared or revered. What
ologies in the face of overwhelming needs to be crushed, however, are the
weak, the fearful, the moral and the
evidence against such myths.
intellectually bankrupt individuals or
There is not now, nor has there ever groups who having failed to produce a
been any evidence there is a single god, who will stand up for herselfgod, multiple gods, different gods for /nimself, use self-proclaimed surrodifferent religions or any other type of gates to fill in for the missing god. But
deity. Gods are creatures of people, surrogates of a god or gods are just
not vice-versa, and all that is nec- surrogates, and a poor excuse for
essary to provide abundant evidence something or someone who has adherfor this, is to count the number of ents who claim omnipotence for him
people who believe in a God, and then or her.
count the number of gods who believe
The surrogates, lacking intellectual
or moral persuasion to convice people
in people.

to accept religious myths, want to
prey, as always, upon the weak and
defenseless - school children in this
case - because who else is going to be
so pliable as to have to be forced to
accept something that has no known
existence or if such a thing as a god
exists, it is one who trembles before
humans since he/she/it will not reveal WmsehVberself/ltself. School
children can be told what to believe
and now to believe; an unquestioning
captive audience is the kind religious
groups like best, and it is for this
reason that people of little faith in
their own beliefs have to try to foster
these beliefs in others by using rightwing politicians to bring about state
control to promote mythologies and
superstitions.
The embracing of religion by people
can be explained as a psychological,
social, or in the case of school prayer,

a political event, and those of us who
study such events have to begin explaining these events for what they
are, and to refuse to continue allowing
others to cover-up and zip-up behind
superstitions. Religion can hardly exist in any form, It would seem, without
embracing the state, and the current
school prayer move points out the
continuing intellectual weakness of
religion: let us use the current rabblerousing by Reagan to bring our counter-attack on a state religion. All that
is needed in such an attack is to
require that religions be defended for
what they are: a shallow exercise in
hiding behind the facade of superstitions used for political and social
control.
Stephens, a professor of political science, is a guest columnist for the
News.

hop in our beds and begin to forcibly
give us hickeys.
Where's the justice? This woman
got off scot-free 1 This means that any
sex-starved woman who has ever
thought of doing such a thing most
likely will, with the hopes that she
won't be prosecuted. These so-called
"vampire events could soon snowball, and before you know it, every
man on campus will be wearing a
turtleneck sweater to cover the marks
of a sexual assault. It is certainly a
shame that the actions of an individual will probably result in generalizations about women as a group. It's not
bad enough that this woman attacked
a group of defenseless men, but she
left a perfectly good steak on the
kitchen floor! I think that I can fairly
speak for both myself and the rest of
the male population when I say that

this has gone far enough. Let's stop
this abuse now. Lock your doors, lock
your refrigerators, sleep with one eye
open, and for God's sake, pray that
you won't be the next victim!

In addition to being extremely
costly, the signs also serve an important purpose for those individuals who
are confined to wheelchairs and must
use the ramps to access various buildings. The signs were posted to remind
people not to chain their bikes to the
ramps because this makes it impossible for a wheelchair to maneuver up
the ramps in order to enter buildings.
We think it is reasonable to ask those
of you who are able-bodied to show
consideration for those who are not
Individuals in possession of the
signs after April 1 will be fined. Until
tiut date, the signs may be returned,
WITH NO QUESTIONS ASKED, to
the Information Desk of the University Union. Thank you for you cooper-

by Jerone Stephens

Vampire abuses rights
of University males
This letter is in response to the
"Shirtless Vampire" article that appeared in the March 8 edition of the
BG News. This unsettling incident can
be added to the long list of events
where women take unfair advantages
of men. It is not enough that men have
to put up with sexually degrading
"catcalls" and obscene gestures
from women while walking across
campus, but now we have to spend
many sleepless nights wondering if
some sex-crazed woman will enter
our dwellings, take off her clothes,

John Russell
NickHass
Mike Fibgerald
000 4787

Return stolen signs,
no questions asked
The Office of Handicapped Services
would like to request your assistance
regarding the return of the blue and
white wheelchair signs that were recently posted on the ramps around the
campus.

Jan Scottbey, Director
Handicapped Services

by T. Downing andl Cleory
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campus/localAntique collectors Eyes turn
write pottery books toward sky
by Dave Hofdlng
Patll Skinner
reporter

Sharon and Bob Huxford have written 13 books on antiques and collectibles and are working on two more.
The Huxfords, guests at the 4th
Annual Antique Show and Sale last
weekend at Bowling Green High
School, began collecting antiques in
1968 by acquiring pieces of Depression ware. They then became interested in Fiesta pottery and discussed
with a publisher the need for a book
about Fiesta pottery. The Huxfords
took on the project and have been
writing ever since.
The couple from Covington, Indiana
autographed copies of their most recent book, "Schroeder's Antique
Price Guide," at the show sponsored
by the American Women's Business
Association.
Their price guide contains over 600
categories, and the Huxfords had to
set up a computer in their home to
keep track of the categories and the
pieces in each category.
"I think it's exciting to go to the
shows and find a unique piece or even
a new category for the book," Mrs.
Huxford said.
They gave up their shop three years
ago to spend all their time writing.
They now collect Fiesta pottery exclusively, though they have also written
books on Ohio potteries such as Roseville, Weller and McCoy.
"I enjoy the research and getting to

know the people who started the potteries and their histories," Mrs. Huxford said.

reporter
BUI Buckingham believes most
people have never really looked at

FIESTA POTTERY, made in West
Virginia from 1936 to 1970, resembles
everyday dishes, but according to
Mrs. Huxford, "It immediately became popular and has remained so
despite, or maybe because of its simplicity."

"Stargazing gives a chance for
someone to get more acquainted
with a variety of planets and
stars," Buckingham, junior geology major, said. Buckingham
leads the stargazing sessions held
three times a week on the roof of
the Life Science Building.
Dale Smith, Planetarium director, said the greatest benefit of
stargazing is viewing the stars
directly and not just from a book or
on television.
"It allows you to see the stars
from your own viewpoint and not
from someone else's, he said.
"I guess you could compare it to
watching a football game. You
could see the game a lot better on
television, but it's not the same as
being there and getting caught up
in the spirit of what's going on."
Diane Macdonald, Junior management major who attended a
stargazing session agreed with
Smith.
"You get a more personal experience with astronomy from stargazing than just reading about it in a
textbook, she said.
One difficulty in scheduling star
gazing sessions involves the
weather.
"The sky has to be cloud-free. If

"I think a lot of people collect
Fiesta because they remember growing up with it in their kitchens," Mrs.
Huxford said. "It's a way of reaching
back to their roots."
The Huxfords attend three or four
shows a year.
"You see that all sorts of people are
interested in collecting antiques,"
Mrs. Huxford said. "I think people
are interested because it is part of our
heritage and our past."
The Huxford's advice to those who
are interested in collecting pottery is
to buy only mint condition pieces.
"Many people start with getting a
whole set of Fiesta ware in one color,"
Mrs. Huxford said, "which is a good
idea if you can get it, but people are
hanging on to what they've got."
She also mentioned that middle
period Roseville pottery, produced in
the 1920s and 1930s, is rapidly accelerating in value.

ENCHILADAS SUPREME
$3.95
Entire Month of March

The Best
MEXICAN FOOD
In Town

SUNDANCE

SPECIAL OFFER
$4.00 plus tax
Complete Resume Package
25 Copies from one original
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters
• 25 Envelopes
Including all our specialty papers
Good with this coupon only

332-1092
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Starry-eyed

Bill Buckingham. Junior geology major, shows some of the equipment used in the stargazing sessions which he leads
three times a week on the roof of the Life Science Building. The sessions are scheduled to be moved to the new
Physical Science Building at the end of April.

the sky is half clear and half cloudy
then you can't get a picture of how
it all looks," Smith said.
Smith said about half the scheduled sessions are cancelled due to
the weather.
Campus lights are another stargazing obstacle. They make the
sky brighter than it would otherwise be.
"The sky can look completely

different five miles out in the country than it does in Bowling Green,"
Roger Ptak, director of Astronomy
said.
"It is like watching a dark scene
in a movie theatre and flashlights
are turned on," Smith added.
Ptak said he originally was not
sure if stargazing would be worthwhile.
"I thought that it might be just

NICEST HOUSE
IN B.G.
3 BEDROOMS. LIVING ROOM.
FAMILY ROOM. DISHWASHER.
MICROWAVE. TWO CAR OARAQE.
WISHER. DRYER.
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The finest racers in the world are competing at the Detroit
Grand Prix this summer. It's time to accept your own Grand
Prix challenge - sign up today for the BGSU Summer session
while a wide selection of courses is still available. Put yourself
on the winning track with BGSU Summer '84. Don't delay!
Register before you leave for spring break.
Pick up your Summer schedule around campus or at 300 McFall
Center. Or call 372-0181 for more information.

SUMMER
A WINNING SEASON AT BGSU

r

frosting at first until I had participated myself," he said.
Smith said, "The emotional experience is really needed to understand. There is no substitute for
being there."
"Stargazing allows a person to
put things in perspective. We can
get too bogged down in worldly
events," Buckingham said.

Hair Unlimited
143 W. Woostcr
353-3281

I Precision Hair Cut $6.|
no appointment necessary
w/coupon til 3/31

'^TieTaniiing Center
at Hair Unlimited
■ European Sunbed - 8 visits *351
Combination Booth - 6 visits '10
pre-condition for Florida!
I Master chg. A Visa
w/coupon til 3/31
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"dateline"

Alumni Book Scholarships - Deadline
for submitting applications for four
$150 book scholarships are due by 5
pjn. in the College of Arts and Sciences Office, 205 Administration
Building.

Wednesday, March 14

Sun Health Tip* - Information concerning health care in the sun will be Women in Communications, lac. offered by the Student Wellness Cen- Elections will be held for offices at 7
ter from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Union Cjn. in the Alumni Room of the
Foyer. Open to all.
nion.
Nutrition Information - The Student
Wellness Center is sponsoring nutrition consultations from 9:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. Open to all.

Square Dance - The Footloose Falcons Square Dance Club is sponsoring
a square dance at 7:30 p.m. in Northeast Commons. Free and open to all.

Concert - The University Symphonic
Band will perform at 8 p.m. In Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free and open to all.
Fashion Merchandising Association There will be a meeting at 8 p.m. in
the Assembly Room of McFall Center. Open to all.
Dateline, a daily service of the News,
lists dates and times of campus
events. Submissions by all organizations are welcome and must be turned
in typed and double-spaced one week
prior to the event.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE MANY SIZES & SHAPES. SOMETHING
TO PLEASE EVERYONE! SUCH AS:
*311 1/2 S. MAIN: 2 bdrm. furn. 4 yrs old

ABOVE A BUSINESS. VERY LARGE
♦315 S. MAIN: LARGE 3 bdrm furn. apt.
HARDWOOD FLOORS. VERY LARGE
*315 1/2 S. MAIN: 2 bdrm. furn. apt. OVER
WAREHOUSE IN BUILDING BY ITSELF
*328 1/2, 336 1/2 S. MAIN: ABOVE OFFICE.
FURNISHED. LARGE APTS. LOW HEAT BILLS
352-5620

328 S. MAIN

352 1165

ETHICSfrom page one
ACCORDING TO Gregory,
2,500 universities run athletic programs with 1.5 to 2
million students Involved
In athletics. On the average, each university has
600 athletes also enrolled
as students.
In football, Gregory estimates, only 1.6 percent of
the collegiate players go on
to play professionally, and
the percentage is smaller
for basketball players.
"If anyone says the collegiate athletic program is
simply producing athletes
for professional sports,
they had better re-examine
the number of people playing professional sports,"
Gregory said.
"Are all our kids supposed to be chastised for
wanting to be athletes?"

WE OFFER
EFFICIENCIES
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS.

WHOLE HOUSES
Furnished and Unfurnished Units

GREENBRIAR INC.
352-0717
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Heading home? Rides offered
by Jeff Keene
reporter

"

With spring break only a
few days away, many students may be asking themselves "How am I going to
get home?," but thanks to
ride services offered
around campus this year,
getting home may not be
the headache it has been in
thepast.
The Undergraduate Student Government offers
Dial-A-Ride (372-0324) in
an attempt to match up
drivers with those who
need rides. According to
Student Welfare Coordinator Dale Mauch, Dial-ARide receives 30-40 calls a
week from people needing
rides, but gets only five to
six calls from those providing rides.

"We are in the process of
trying to match up more
rides with more people,"
he said. Mauch, a senior
history education major,
said more people should
look into Dial-A-Ride, especially if they have rides
available.
"We are trying to make
Dial-A-Ride more familiar
among the students, concentrating on getting more
people who can provide
rides to call," Mauch said.
A ride board offering students the chance to find
rides both in- and out-ofstate is in the Union. To use
the ride board, a student
fills out a card listing his.
destination, date of depar-'
ture, phone number and
most importantly, whether
transportation is available.

FOR CLEVELAND
STUDENTS, a new service
has been offered this year
by Bowling Green resident
Dick Carpenter. About a
month ago Carpenter and
his wife, Judy, started
chartering a bus to Cleveland's west side every
weekend. Carpenter, of
10244 Bowling Green Road
E., said he realizes a high
proportion of students are
from the Cleveland area
(15 to 20 percent), and he
offers them a "safe, clean,
quick" ride home.
Carpenter said his bus
service has been well received by students and
parents and has prompted
him to consider running
weekend routes to other
areas of the state. The
Cleveland shuttle takes 15-

In the American folk tale
of Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs, only a kiss
from a prince could break
the spell that had been cast
on Snow White. In the Malaysian folk tale, "Ulek
Mayang," a prince who
was under a spell was revived in a ritual performed
by a fairy princess.

The folk tale was part of
Asian Night which introduced Americans to the
customs and traditions of
the various Asian countries, Vinodan Nair, a student from Malyasia, said.
"An Asian Panorama."
sponsored by the World
Student Association last

weekend, began with the
Sri Lankan custom of lighting an oil lamp at the beginning of an event.
Students from various
Asian countries displayed
exhibits of crafts, art and
clothing, performed traditional Asian entertainment
and cooked exotic Asian

SELLING & SALES MGMT. CLUB
MEETING TONIGHT
7:00 P.M. TOWN ROOM UNION
EDGAR SMITH OF DOW CHEMICAL
WILL BE SPEAKING. . .

352-0564

E3

APARTMENTS

&ColeSlaw

*3.19

Potato & Salad Bar

*3.95

SPECIAL GOOD ALL DAY!

VISION!
SEE THE GREAT PUT—ONS. OVER
1,000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL
A(|||

V, BLOCK TO CAMPUS
WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/
COOKING & CABLE TV
2 Bedrooms: furnished or unfurnished
Leasing for summer and fall

Potato

VISION
$29
LENS and
FRAME

Birth Defects

450 E. Wooster

ALL-U-CAN-EAT
PERCH

SINGLE

delicacies. Participating
countries included Jordan,
Saudi Arabia, India, Malaysia, Singapore, Japan,
Pakistan, South Korea, Sri
Lanka, Syria, Egypt and
United Arab Emirates.
"Asian Night gave every
country a chance to represent its culture to the
American culture. It was
like a mini-tour to Asia,"
Bassel Ojjeh, a student
from Syria, said.
Dan Meiring, an American student, said he
learned that Asia is both
the same and different
from the American culture. "Asian countries
have cities and skyscrapers that aren't vastly different, yet customs such as
dancing are different.
Most of the Asian dances
are danced for a purpose
or to tell a story," he said.

H»lp Prevent
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NIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
MARCH 13-15 HOURS 8-5

"We have already had
about 20 people buy roundtrip tickets to Florida,"
Avery said. Greyhound
also has bus routes to most
cities in Ohio and out-ofstate as well. For schedules and routes, call 3535962.

Focus On
America's
Future

DRESS APPROPRIATELY
FOR KEY PICTURE!

•-Rassearaa*

SHIRTS,SHORTS
SWEATS and JACKETS

G.Z. Avery of Greyhound
Bus Lines in Bowling
Green said there is a
spring break special running now. For $100, travelers can get a round trip
ticket anywhere In the
United States.

Asians relate culture to students

W.HMI.IIUIHI
•00-223-1712

RIDE IN STYLE

25 students per week at $21
round trip and $12 one way.
The bus leaves each Friday at 4 p.m. and returns
at 6 p.m. on Sunday. For
reservations, call 354-2242.

BIFOCAL
LENS
and
FRAME

M9»

• Get the most careful and professional fitting
and service
• Frames and Lenses from the finest available sources
• Unlimited selection of frame styles at the same price
over 1000 to choose from
• Exam priced separately
Eyes examined by Or. Kenneth G. Baker, O.D.
Standard clear glass & 400 to 300 Cyl
,.
All MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

Rental Office:
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel
** across from Harshman Dorm ••
362-4671 (day) - 352-1800 (evening)
ask for Tom

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN!
CLOSE TO REC.CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES, INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST
FOODS AND ICE ARENA.

•Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included.
Tenant pays electric only.
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished.
ast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenance.
• In-house laundry centers.
•Plenty of storage area.
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall.
Rental office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)
Office Hrs.: 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 8-2 Sat.
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AFTER the sweat, the pain, and the endless
workouts with 200 pounds of solid iron,
the men competing for the' tilte of Mr.
BGStl were chosen Saturday night, as four
finaltists and Mr. BGStl were named.
Sponsored by the University Weight Club, the
contest began with preliminaries at 4 p.m. and
finals at 8 p.m. According to David Miller, club
president and senior accounting major, the contest
went well, despite a miscalculated score as the
final five were picked.
"Dr. Dunn, club advisor and University HPER
professor had added up the score wrong for the
contestant who actually placed fifth," Miller
said. "Unfortunately this caused confusion when
the judges called a sixth person out during the
finals.'"
The judges then named the five finalists, as
well as awarding special body part trophies.
Among screaming and adoring fans. Oliver
Hairston, senior physical education major, won the
title of Mr. BGSU while receiving trophies for
best abdomen, legs, and best poser. Second place
went to Bob Everhart. sophomore general business
major, who received trophies for best back,
shoulders, and arms. Barry Mcginnis, junior
administration management major, took third place
while Tom Stutz. senior design technology major,
came In fourth. Finishing in fifth place was
Doug Lautenschlager, junior construction
technology major, who was awarded a trophy for
best chest.

state/world
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Stiffer penalties for cable tappers

applications for

COLUMBUS (AP) Ohioans who illegally tap
Into cable television wires
to avoid paying for service
would be slapped with
stiffer penalties under a
Senate Dill introduced yesterday.
The bill, sponsored by
Sen. Lee Fisher, D-Cleyeland, is aimed at stemming
losses which cable companies estimate total millions
of dollars annually.
"It's definitely a growing problem," said Daniel
Helmick, executive vice
f resident of the Ohio Cable
elevision Association.
"We're trying to quantify it. Nationally, the esti-

thebQnew/
EDITOR
Coomeocing following Spring
Brest through 1984-85 academic year
Applications Available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE:
Friday March 16, 5p.m.
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ST. PATRICKS DAY PARTY
TONIGHT!

LOTS OF GREEN SURPRISES ALL NITE!
THINK SPRING BREAK - THINK GREEN

MAIN ST.

"Where the important people meet to party"
352-3703

In the case a man had a
converter, but there was
no evidence that he was
using service he hadn't
paid for, Fisher said.
The court ruled the statute was unconstitutional
because he could be convicted for possessing the
converter without evidence that he'd gotten
service with it, he said.
Fisher's bill would delete
that language from the
law.

"It would simply amend
current statutes on theft to
make it clear theft of cable
service is just like shopliftS: or anything else," Hekcksaid.
A state appeals court
ruling last year struck
down part of the current
cable TV theft taw which
said possession, by an accused, of certain equipment used in such thefts
was on its face evidence of
intent to break the law.

Taxpayers file unusual returns
COLUMBUS (AP) - One
disgruntled Ohioan paid
his state income tax bill
with the shirt off his back.
Others have tried novel,
but unacceptable currencies like postage stamps
and pop bottles.
But the Ohio Department
of Taxation says they are
the exception and not the
rule among the state's 4.2
million taxpayers.
"Occasionally, someone
will put no information at
all on the return or fill it
with zeros," said Stephen
Nolan, deputy commis-

m

sioner for administration.
"We do not consider that a
valid filing."
Unlike other states - including Missouri, where as
many as 1,500 tax protesters reportedly file returns
with phony names or list
zero income - Ohio appears not to have much of a
problem.
Nolan said the state received only 10 returns last
year in which people objected to the income tax
altogether and refused to
pay the amount due.
®
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* "GREEN" PLASTIC CUP SPECIAL *
8 TO 10 p.m.

A subsequent offense
would be a fourth-degree
felony with a jail term of
six months to five years
and a fine of $2,500.
The offense is now a
third-degree misdemeanor
which carries a penalty of
up to 60 days in jail and a
$500 fine.
IN ADDITION, the measure would expand certain
definitions to make them
specifically apply to cable
television.

mates are between $500
million to $800 million a
year," he said.
If enacted, Fisher's bill
would move the existing
anti-cable theft statute
from the utilities section of
civil law to the criminal
code.
As a result of that
change, theft of service on
the first offense would be a
first-degree misdemeanor
punishable by six months
in jail or a $1,000 fine.

SOME PEOPLE TRY to
pay in postage stamps.
'We cannot accept stamps
so we have to send those
back," Nolan said.
There have also been
unusual payments which,
although they might at
first appear humorous,
r

The data gleaned from
the Internal Revenue Service allows the state agency
to prepare an assessment
and send it to the errant
taxpayer for payment.

NORTHEND PIZZA
2.50 OFF a large
2 - item pizza

$13.95
/stem

4-12 Sun - Thurs
4-1 Fn & Sat
Good Thru 3/30/84

Free delivery
352-7134

PASSPORT PHOTOS

Good Wed, Thurs,
Fri3/14 3/15 3/16

Color or B & W

•CUT
• CONDITIONERS
• BLOW DRY

• Does not include
shampoo

LOIS

"We had somebody a
couple of years ago send us
(soft drink) bottles. But in
transit, the bottles broke.
So when our employees
rned the box, it was full
broken glass," Nolan
said.
Taxpayers who file
fraudulent returns are subject to prosecution. But
tack of cooperation doesn't
usually spark an immediate legal response, especially in this age of
computers.

$

•FREE ESTIMATES*
20% Off Complete Exhaust

REQ.
$10

carried a potential of in-

110 W. Poe Rd.

SPECIALISTS

LAYER CUT

But, in other cases, payments have taken strange
forms.
"One guy sent a T-shirt
in and on the back was
actually a check made
payable to the State of
Ohio. We gave that to the
Treasurer's Office, which
proceeded to cash it," Notan said.
"We've had people
who've filed returns and
sent their payment in pennies," he said.

kinko's copies
■ LEAH

325 E. Wooster (Across Iron. Tato Bell)
354 3977

-SUZIE-

Located in Stadium View Shopping Canter

THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where Quality Comes First"
Open 10am-6pm
Ph. 352-2566

USG
IS SERVING YOU
Although you might expect to see someone serving you
in the Pheasant Room at the Union, Steve Zirkel
serves you in quite a different way. Steve is the Academic
Affairs Coordinator for USG. He works hard so that
Student Government may be able to turn your ideas into
actions.
The Undergraduate Student Government is your channel to the administration. Through USG, the students have
a voice concerning the welfare of this campus.
There are many ways that you-, as a student, may
voice your opinions to USG. You may visit any of the open
assembly meetings on Tuesday nights. You may speak to
your District Representative at one of his "Rap with your
Rep" meetings, and you can write us an Action-Reaction
letter or just call our office.
But, to keep our Student Government's voice strong
within the administration, we have to vote. By voting, we
are telling the administration that the students are here,
and we care. USG elections will be held Tuesday and
Wednesday, March 13 and 14. Keep the power in your own
hands, support your candidates by voting in this year's
elections.

<?>KT wishes to congratulate its
new actives.
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John Heskett
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rOK THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE

WE'LL PAY YOU$1,000
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Pitching, speed and defense are keys for BG in Florida
t>v Ted Passdnte
spcxts reporter

Whoever said that a job ever gets
easier didn't have Bowling Green
baseball coach Ed Platzer in mind.
Last year, he inherited a club that
finished in the cellar of the Mid-American Conference's Eastern division.
Yet, Platzer and the Falcons finished
the season with a fine 32-17 overall
record, 9-7 in the MAC.
Unfortunately, the 9-7 conference
record was only good enough to find
the Falcons eliminated from the MAC
tournament on the last day of the
season. This year he finds the cupboard bare as 13 lettermen have
graduated
Among those not returning are out-

fielders Joe Tedesco and H.J. Smith.
Tedesco came into his own last season, belting nine homers to go with 41
runs batted in and a .360 batting
average. Smith, meanwhile, was an
All-MAC selection for the second
straight year, batting .338 with 52
RBI's, good for second place in the
MAC.
LAST YEAR, Tedesco, Smith and
junior infielder Larry Arndt combined to giye the Falcons most of their
offense. This year, the Falcon team
will be wearing a different face
according to Platzer.
"Obviously we won't have the
power we had last year, so pitching,
speed and defense are the keys,
Platzer said.
Many of the postions are up for

Miami surprised
by NCAA seeding
OXFORD. Ohio (AP) - Miami University Coach Darrell Hedric figured to play closer to home in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association basketball tournament.
"I never dreamed we would go to the West," said
Hedric, whose 24-5 Redskins are seeded eighth in the
West Region. "But it doesn't make any difference that
we're going to the West because you can be sent anywhere in the country under the present format
"There is no easy road in this tournament."
Things haven't been easy at all for Miami this season
as it clinched the Mid-American Conference
championship and tournament. It took a 23-foot jumper
from Chuck Stahl with four seconds left Sunday to beat
Kent State 42-40 for the MAC tournament title and the
automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.
HEDRICK, WHO led Miami to the NCAA tournament
in the 1977-78 season, doesn't mind the trip west to keep
playing.
"We don't care who we play or where we play; we're in
it," Hedric said. "Miami basketball is back where it
belongs."
The Redskins will have several more days to enjoy the
MAC tournament title and their first MAC conference
championship in six years. The Redskins will play 24-7
Southern Methodist in Pullman, Wash., on Friday night,
with the winner facing top-seeded Georgetown on Sunday.
Southern Methodist lost to Texas A&M in the Southwest
Conference tournament. Former Indiana assistant Dave
Bliss is the head coach.
"We know their coaching staff, but we don't know
anything about their ballclub except they play in the
Southwest Conference with Houston ana Arkansas,"
Hedric said.
Four of SMU's seven losses this season were to highly
regarded Arkansas and Houston.

BG trio hits

.
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With tournament hopes
gone, now is the time to
turn to the record book on
Bowling Green's basketball team. The Falcons finished the year with an 18-10
record following an opening round Mid -American
Conference tournament
loss to Eastern Michigan.
BG finished with three
1,000 point scorers on the
squad. Seniors Colin Irish
1,567), David Jenkins
(1,525) and Bill Faine
(1,055) all placed in the top
20 all-time scorers. Irish
f insihed fifth, while Jenkins and Faine finished at
seventh and eighteenth respectively.
Brian Miller finished
second
in the MAC
in as:
w;ffi:::::S::;;:v:;:::v:?;:
:*'"-:™:::::v
«—

sists with 178. Meanwhile,
Faine and older brother
Joe became the first
brother combo to both
topple the 1,000 point barrier in BG history.

briefs
IM briefs
Entries for intramural
softball are now available
from fraternity and residence hall athletic chairmen. Forms are also
available at the Intramural Office, room 201 Memorial Hall. Entries are due
Monday Mar. 21. Play begins Apr. 3.

Kabs as Arndt and second baseman
Most of the speed will come from
ime Reiser are the only regulars the middle of the field according to
who played all of last year. Ardnt was - Platzer. "Dues played shortstop for
switched to third base from first to Ohio state AA (high school) champs
give junior Doug Spees a shot at the Coldwater last year and has good
first base job.
range and quickness," Platzer said.
The lineup set to start the the FalHatem has been moved from his
cons' spring trip to Florida is as high school postion of shortstop to
follows: sophomore Brian Radano- center field to take advantage of his
vich If, freshman Tim Hatem cf, speed and quickness. Reiser is a fixsenior GregEngle rf, Ardnt 3b, fresh- ture at second base, batting .290 last
man Todd Dues ss, Reiser 2b, Spees year, while displaying fine range.
lb, and junior Dave Oliverio c.
"Our team speed in the field should
However, this lineup is only to start help us cut off some runs," Platzer
the trip and changes very possibly said.
will be made. "With this many playHOWEVER, missing from last
ers and many of them freshmen, you year's pitching staff are Jim Pnelps
just don't know what will happen," and Skip Federici. Phelps, the punter
Platzer said. "Some people could on the Falcon football team, was 5-3
last season with a 2.22 MAC-lea
open some eyes down in Florida."

i

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

Meadowview Court
Apartments

214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included »gas heat •laundry
facilities "drapes • carpet • party & game room
•swimming pool • sauna
$270-fumished
$250-unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished
$265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-fumished
$200-unfumished
all utilities included, separate bedroom
FPM

iMmberiiu la Clerrywood Health In with lease.

El. Ed. / Sp. Ed. Majors
APPLICATIONS
NOW BEING ACCEPTED
FOR 1984-85.
Elementary Education Student
Advisory Board (EESAB)

helps to rid the body of any unhealthy
condition; increases energy.
60 Day Supply -tt.50
Genny's Bee Pollen
19076 W. River Rd.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

Op«n 7 Days

COPIES

1000+
Think of UsI
$24.50 S£ut«nd
(SWIM

Original)

(Sam* Day Service)
325 E. Wooster (Across from Taco Bell)

VOTE
tor

DIRECTOR-AT-LARGE
T0DMY
it
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
UIIVERSITY HALL

MATH-SCIENCE
JEROME LIBRARY

I0TE IT Mi USB VOTINB LOCUTIONS

mmmmmmmmm

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSEY DRUGS)
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.)
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND
SAFETY!
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTE WALK FROM ADM.
BUILDING. MOST CLASSROOMS AND OVER 20 RETAIL
SHOPS.
WE FEATURE 2 BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED
APARTMENTS WITH:

CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL - CABLE T.V. LAUNDRY - SPACIOUS CLOSETS - AIR
CONDITIONING - PARKING AT YOUR FRONTDOOR
- FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT &
MAINTENANCE
SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS WITH
DOUBLE LOCKS - 1 1/2 BA THS

-FLEXIBLE PA YMENT TERMSCAMPUS MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL.
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL *B-15, TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT.
FOR FALL '•$ OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY. MON.-SAT. - ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR
FOR f143.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment)
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
In rm. 529 Ed. Bldg.

HOLLIS A. MOORE
SERVICE AWARD

'■■ "
'
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Honeybee Pollen

slowly, with the hopes of an injuryfree season.
PLATZER IS hoping juniors Beecraft and EUenbest pick up the sleek
along with sophomore Carl Moraw.
Moraw showed flashes of brUlance
last year, tossing a three bitter
against Notre Dame, but struggled
throughout much of the year.
"Moraw must come through for us
if we want to contend, so we are
counting on him heavily this year."
So the Falcons will have to rely on
speed and defense this year and
Platzer plans to do lust that.
"We are going to try to take advantage of the opposition with our speed,
so we will be running quite a bit. If our
pitching comes through, I anticipate a
lot of tight games," Platzer said.

W8®^ttM^®&^&^&^^^^^m
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CLEVELAND BOUND
Weekend Shuttle
Call NOW for Spring Break
Reservations
Shuttle Running: March 15
March 16
Returns March 25

earned run average, but has left school
since. Federici came on last year to
become the team's stopper out of the
bullpen. Replacing Federici will be
one of Platzer's major tasks.
"A key for us is to come back from
Florida with a short reliever,"
Platzer said. "We do not have a lot of
depth right now, so a short reliever is
very important."
The major staff returnees are John
Maroli, Joe Beecraft, Bob EUenbest
and Carl Moraw. A pair of freshmen
from which big things are expected
are southpaws Todd Hall and Jim
Cox.
Maroli was 6-3 with a 4.09 ERA last
year, but injured his arm last summer and did not throw a pitch all of
last fall. He is being brought along

Applications Available At:
• 405 Student Services Building
• 305 Student Services Building
• Union Information Booth
• Commuter Center
• University Bookstore
• UAO Office
Recognizes outstanding
• undergraduates
• graduates
• faculty
• administrator
• classified staff
DEADLINE EXTENDED TO MARCH 16,1984

ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED
EXCEPT LIGHTS.

<&£££!&
.Wildlife'
SWEET
CHEEKS
TONIGHT
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14*
Lucky for you, it's 18 & over too!
• 874-2253
Just N. of B.G. Route 25N

8 bg news/march 14 1984

Daar Laigh.
Good luolc with tha ektceona I know

NEEOTYPSM?
em yaar serving BOSU Sludana
Cal Howl Nancy 353 0608

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
AaWton AMA UMin: ftegWrr
•on f— ol 170 lac the CNcaoo Tnp
• Due by Monday. March 12. Make
check* payable k> the American Mar
ketaig Association Cal Qary MaWn

PERSONALS

lor more date**
El Ed /So Ed Majors
Applcstions twng accaplad lor the
1984 1985 Elamantary Education
Studant Advisory Board IEESA6I
Appacahon r, sWila Hi Room 529
Ed Bldo
Seang and SaM Mgml Club Mis
TonlQhl 700 Pm Towne Boom
Union. Edgar Smith from Dow Cham
Oreei approp tor pcture

AJfca and Tanya thanks lor aj the
support at tna bowing loumay wa
couUnl hava araahad 4th without
youl Maybe naxt yaar Oaan w* gat
atck or auniWigi We love ye
(THEFLB8)

Carolyn Otsn. Mcstshonl'r« aa happy about your I*
to Skssai He's a raal iwnwHirH
La**, DEB

Alpha Phla,
Thanks tor the greet time at the lee
on trtday. H waa atot ol hml
Tha Breelvers ol Mgma HH Epeeton

Carrie Among and E5 Wlnrw7
Congratulasone on your now presidency and vice-presidency positions
on BACCHUS! Kaap up Iha great
wort! Lova, Tha AX'S

Attention CapUIn, Jaws. E.T.. and
no: OM larrad tor Iha Qamma
Alpha Uparton data party aboard
tha "Tha U.S.S. Buttercup." n you
hold out tor a hens, yea may gal to
danoa In aha ahaatal Lat'a hoar N
tor KM boy*]
Foottooa* a Foottong

WICI ElecHone
ToaagM at 740 p.m. la
om at Iha Union

LOST AND FOUND

Conc/atiaittona Holy Govho on your
Panhal Community Services position!
Wo are ao proud ol you! Lova. The
AX*

ICE CREAM DELIVERY
Bide naadod to Daytona. will help
atkh gaa S driving, John 354-1075.

354-1001

Kdo needad lor 2 to Port Columbus
Airport on Thursday. March IS allot
4.00 p m to catch an evening light
Wk twp share gas expanses Please
cal Dona. 352-2118 or Bart 354
1805

Next-To-New Shop
Ooflwig a Housewares priced low
Open lues 10-4 1 Frl. 1-7
St Aloyaola School. 2nd floor

CRAM.
WE THOUGHT OUR EVENING HAD
GONE DOWN THE DRAW. BUT YOU
SAVED US THANKS FOR EVERYTH**Q!
LOVE, SUSaE AND SUSK

EVEMMOS

Ssfh-Jaekla-Nancy-Oanaan:
Only a tow day. tolt to tooaa thoaa
pound*, than wall ba thar* and
raaka our rounds.
Daytona Beach wont ba tha same.
We'll ba aura to to*** our name.
Gal reedy lo party,
Oat ready to drink.
I'm eicned tor sura...I Imnkfl
Law, Triah

DAVE AND DOLORES (OOPS I
MEAN DEB) I'M SO EXCITED ABOUT
YOU TWO, YOU BOTH DESERVE
TO BE HAPPY! LOVE, OF
SEE EUROPE
SUMMER PROGRAM IN NANTES,
FRANCE

BOSU A USO NEED
SOB WADE AND CINDY SMITH
USO PRESIDENT AND

Professions! Typpg
Reasonable Rales
352 8859 Everwigs
TUTOHINQ
Basic Math - Algebra - Calculus
Reading — Grammar — Composition
CatS74-334S altar 8pm
OAKHURST LEARINING CENTER

BIKE RACE BIKE RACE BIKE RACE
BIKE RACE BIKE RACE BIKE RACE
BIKE RACE BIKE RACE BIKE RACE

ELECT
PETESAHNER
KAREN CHRIST
PREStOENTIVICE

PRESa]

OSNT
MARCH 11th t 14tk
U.S.O. M '04

I: GREENBR1AR, INC.

!
352-0717
!■■ mimm ■■BHB HI mmim MM9M J

K4KSS
LEKaH HOLUNOWORTH-YOU ARE
A OREAT LADY-USQ NEEDS YOU
AS YrCI-PRESIDENTI
WE'RE
TMNKBM Of YOU S VOTINO FOR
YOUI LOVE. THE OAkwaA PM BETAS
LI Char - Coiokasi an kalng
aeleeted s Rha Chi. I'm as pre** ol
yea, but I waa proud bwtorot From
Unda (Waabtoal
»'» about Srna you Ikwty made I
toga]. Can we go to the Liquor Store
NOW7I Hava a greet 21kt birthday S
a> not to got bad up (or In) anywhere
Ink y*w Tr> lo stsy on com leal too
WooMM WOOC*. but they don't OS

ELECT ROM RUPERT
U.S.O. SENATOR-AT-LAROE
MARCH IHh, 1«Bl

Mary Hrjwo - Who
prkal Congrwxaaaons on your ptv
ajaj to your Alpha Ssj. torJana U. man
Kurt. Lova. Tha Alpha Phla.

FUTS
Hcoa everybody hee a lantaaBc braal.
and tofs got psyched because Chartortig k vary close Proud to bo a
FUtl

GAMMA PHI BETA THANKS TO
EVERYONE WHO PARTIC»»ATEO
M THE SOWLINQ TOURNAMENT
IT WAS A SUCCESS.

month & electric

i tor I days In Ft.

Lisa Lieber. A beaked rjongratukkons
to you and Burl on your AXO-Slg Ep

Sekng and Sales Mgmt Club Mlg
Tonight 7:00 Pm Towne Room
Union, Edgar Smith kom Dow Cham
Dress spprop lor picture

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

:

• • MkMV • •

ELECT PETE SAHNER
ANO KAREN CHRIST
U.S.G. PRESIOENTfVICE PRE*.
MARCH HTM-laTH

Gamma PN Bales We had a great
nma at tha bowing tournament Graal
|ob Tha Lambda Chi Boweng Team

i 542, 560 Frazee Avenue
i 519 Leroy Avenue
i
$

425

VOTE TOOAYi
THANKSII

Cat Dr. ChMe at 372-0080 or 3722848

r Field Manor Apartments 1

I only

DANDEANOEUS
USG At LARGE REP

I«a:

Earn Hr credits

VICE-PRESeOEHT.
VOTE TOOAYIII

»***«8w»

ELECT
JOEGCRLACH
4
LEIGH HOLLMGSWORTH
TODAY
N THE B A BLDO

.1.0.

Jr CongnkukSona on your Daks Zets
arvaksrlng to Leu*. Does Ink moan
No mors 'AranT you kom Upper
AiSngtonT

Garrl Trlnetli.
Tha kadttton krss en! But this lima
I'ss new awawaawkk k'l ba boWor
wiaVCc*nt*n *Bk>*i wncn-oiiii Bswt*aj>*i*bar onttorom, partying •( ttw
pod *nd on th* p**r. I rv. b#K h
swings, Wa HRaM, my msrrtad
man. 15-eopal 17 hours, Lea's
•age. and OgHvy. (WhoT) Oat payohkkT (I am.) Lova yal Wataon.
Guys LEE unwashed dsnims Rag.
$18 99 Now $14 95 Pro-waahad
Hog. $20 00 Now $ 1 7 95 Qsis LEE
> LEV! Corduroy Baggies 60S OFF.
Joans N Things 531 Ridge St
Open tonka ■ 6:00 pm

pmng! Baal wkhaa to both ol you I
Lova. Tha AX*

Thinks tor ovwyfkig you'vo done
tor ms It s wai sporadeMd Hope el
your airama have gone wol and good
ajok on your noxt tow. Hava ton ti
Norm Cwoeha. II mwa ya
Lovo. Nancy
MM COURSES
MM COURSES
Rsoktor Now In UAO Olkoa.
SEE EUROPE
SUMMER PROGRAM M NANTES.
FRANCE
Pieces am aa a aksMi Earn Hr.
croras Cal Or Chrtoe at 372-0060
or 372-26*6.
Or*/ 17 osys untl Phi Gemma Daks
omcksV srrtvas at BOSU Were
damn proud to bo FUT8.

JACK'S BAKERY

HAPPY 21 ST HRTHOAY NATALIE
FRAH. HOPE YOUR BIRTHDAY B>
AIL THAT YOU WANT IT TO BE.
HAVE A QREAT OAYI WE LOVE
YOUI YOUR ROOMIES-ANNE.
BRENOA 4 TES8K.

DELIVERED EVENINGS
3*4-1001

Have a case ol the enjoys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4 9 pm
OrJWNTOWN — CWCI

ELECT
JCCOJERLACH
S
LEIGH HOUJNGSWORTH
TODAY
W THE 6 A BLDO

HAVE A GOOD DAY. RANOYi
LOVE YOU
UTTLE DITTY.
HEY DELTA ZETA BOWLERS
THANKS FOR HAVING SO MUCH
FUN WITH US ON SATURDAY AT
THE GAMMA PHI BETA BOWLMG
TOURN AND REMEMBER. 'ANVTHNG rS BETTER THAN ZERO!'
LOVE YOUR COACHES.
J P < BECKY

Greyhound's Spring Break

MK OFF

HAPPY
HOURS SAM IS HO. TOMOMT:
wWHER OF PADOY MURPHY CONTEST ANNOUNCED! EVERYONE
COtaT. MEET aSkJJ. atU**>MY.
SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS DON'T FORGET TO PICK UP
CONTACT CARDS AT THE ALUMNI
CawTBw.
aWP*>V.
Happy awktday! Hop* It's • oreel
Lova, ShtaantKis
SPRING BREAK 84 CAPS
ON SALE MON—THUR8
S1.O0BA BMLDM3
Tha Oaks Upaton 34th Annual B*a
Rack k) iiat waeKa away! Prepare'
THE POWER IS W YOUR HANDS
VOTE IN USD ELECTIONS
MARCH 11th • 14th
AT POLL SOOTHS LOCATED AT
UNIVERSITY HALL
STUDENT REC
S A. ■UtLDSNQ
MATH SCIENCE ANO
LaSRARY (fM. ONLY)
TO ALL B.O.S.U. SENIORS CHECK
YOUR OCMS FOR IMPORTANT 5£KOOR CHAJAENOE kwHJRkUTION.
TO ALL SAE MRS. MURPHY
WOMEN:
TOkMHT AT •:» DETEroWNEI
THE FATE OF OUR SAE 1»«4 PM
DATE!
SaBng and Saks Mgmt Club Mtg
Tonlghl 7:00 PM Towne Room
Union, Edgar Smith Rom Dow Cham
Praia approp. tor ptctura

Paying loo much lor insurance?
For a kaa companion quote cal

1-2S8-130Q (cosset) Aek tor
Cnkg AuaamrjmaownanVUto
liberty Mutual. An Alpajsl CornparrJ

WANTED
1 M Smoker tor Ig house 2 baa
kom camp Cal 354-2281 or 372-

6338.
1 F. rmto tor 84-85 school yaw
Super rack apt. $92/mo plus Ights
Cal 372-4171 soon!
TWO F hkON—SMOKING RMMTES
E MERRY APTS. 8485 E MERRY
MCHELLE OR SUZAN CALL 372-

3683
F. Roommate naidod 64-66.
$125/mo (gaa heel lie.) t atoc.
Attractive turn house 319 E. Evan.
(2 bks kom camp ) CAI 372 3939

or 372-3036.
Naaaka) t or 4 anall to iillim
apt Summar S4-U close to campus. Al awL psM. oal I7MI1I
Female Roommati naaded to eubMee top had ol house through Iha
summer S125.007mo. pay atoctric
or*/. Cat: 362-7268.
Need Cash tor Spring Break'
Cask tor you Baseball cards
352-7087

von
MKE MCGREEVEY
UaW RaTRESENTATTVE AT LAROE

Party Room For Rant
4-O'aOub
7th and High

The SO News la hiring
a Crokalon parson tor Wed S Fit
am * Needed ImmerJataly MUST
ba rJarjano*bk>. hava cw S tlsidble
schsduk. Apply 108 LWv Hal.
CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding Sim and Trim Dovni
Camps Tame), Dance. Skmnasttcs.
WSI. Amaaos. NutntiorVOwisOcs 20
pka> Sapansto girts ■ and boy*'
camp* 7 wests CAMP CAMELOT
on Coasgo Campuses at Mass
Perm . No Csroana CsH Sand re
sums kUchikj Fdadman. Dvector
947 Howton Or, No. Woodmara.
NY 11581. 518-374-0765
Wanted Emergency Medical Technician* Studant Vokntoor EMTA'S
naadad to aaakjt the wood county
disaster seme* (cM daranao) vntti
acltvttwa both on campus and
throughout wood county, tl mlsrssted
cal 362-3033 or 352-8531 ut
2207

FOR SALE

352-9376 ahor 5.: 352-7324
Tha Teen Activity Center anskae lo
oRkf a grset atno deal! A madlum
1 »*m Sana tor 84.00 (Savkkja ol
S1.05L Ptna oouponi are radssms
bto M Mytoa Ptaa Pub and good tor
set-In. delivery kl 1.0, or pick-up.
Caupana era MiniBH On campus
st Wsami Staskaa arltoa, 4tk Ptoar
I Union, or at Teen Cenler.
I 352-7171

And back.
$

H)0

This spring break, if you and your
friends are thinking about heading to
the slopes or the beaches - or just
home for a visit - Greyhound
can take you there for
only $100 or less,
round-trip.

Between now and

or
less.

Honeybee peSan
helpa to nd the body ol any unhealthy
conoxton. Increaase energy 80 day
supoty-$8 50. Genny'a Baa Pokan.
19078 W. River Road Bowing
Groan. Otao 43402,
Si
FOR SALE
COUPON BOOK
CALL 372-6724

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.

March 27,1984,when you show us your
student I.D: card, any round-trip ticket
on Greyhound is $100 or less.
Anywhere Greyhound goes.
So this spring break, give
yourself a real break. Take
Greyhound anywhere, for
$100 or less.

AndkeavethdclrivingtDus.

For more information call 353-5982
Tmmmmm***m»w<ioiM*r*m~>
rass

mQmfie^\jem**tr*i*mmm*.mi+mj+m**rr >aw
t B84 CenNwd Lam Inc

4 brjrm. rum houee oil Ridge SI
$408 avarage monthly rant.
354-1278
rtooTntnaiee lor 3 brjrm. turn duple.,
garage. $100 avonge iMnthty rant
362-7886
SmrttvBoggs RentslMouses I Apt* lor 84-85 school
yaar 362-8467 between 12-4 or
352 881 7 after 6
How leaaing lor tal 2 bdrm unlur
rashad 834 Scott Harraton 81200
ssmsstsr. 1 r* from campua. Cal
Betty Bater 352-9110
Fsl 8 Wmtar 84-85
Sr or Orad Studant. lo In w/sharp
aUany woman Naar campua rm
parMI board, smal stipend minimal
dutiaa 352-7943
Apt -summer. tH. 310 E Court St
FD 362-7768 aftar 7 pm.

7856
Fum. bdrm. apts. 8 houaaa
362-7464

Be«ore5
CARTY RENTALS
311 E. Many-Modal Apt. «6
2 bdrm apts lor 4 students
S130/parson/S585/ssmaate<
|md haat. cat**, water 8 sewage)
Also t bdrm. house I apt
12 mo. isaaa start m May
Summar Rentals at Spec* Hales
lor Housea-Rooms-Apt*
PHONE 382-7385
Specious apt lor rant 2 bedroom.
n«rWew*40. TsKsejnii only pay atacIrtc WnexwwMn ratas and only on*
mliMrte to campus. Call 352-7035
tor mora Into.
Campus Msnor now ranting lor summar $ tal next to Campus 8 Convenience Stores, dose lo town. 3529302. 24 rvs or Newlove Mgml Co
352-5820

NEWLOVE atANAOEMENI
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY
►O PLEASE EVERVONE. RENTALS]
AM OOBSO FAST. FOR A FREE
BROCHURE CALL 182-8820

S21 112 NORTH ElfTiyi»1ll8£: EFFICaXNCY AFT. WITH SEPEHATE ENTRANCE REASONABLE RENT.
CALL NEWLOVE HANAOlMtNT
AT S8S48S8 ar 88S-1188.
120-122 NORTH PROSPECT: FOUR
BEAUTIFUL 2 Bdrm. UNFURN APTS
M A LAROE OLDER HOUSE. PRIVATE DRIVE ANO VARD. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS ANO CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN. CALL NEWLOVE MANAQEIBDrr AT 352-M20 or 152-11 IS.

Ons bdrm. turn apts do*, lo campus 352-5239 botoa 6
FALL < SUMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-% BLK TO CAMPUS
352-4871 day or 352-1800 eve
VEL-MANOR APTS
VEL-MANOR ANNEX
Across from campua accomodsltons
tor 2-4 students tor summer Air
cond I dean. (FK) 1-4 studant
accomodaMn*
Cal 362-2858
OUart ATMOSPHERE

WE PAY HEAT, WATER. CABLE
AND TRASH PICKUP
3 Locations- Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.,
Summit St.
$10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31 st.
1 & 2 BDRM APTS

ACROSS
1 Kind ol doll
6 Somo WVVI llyors
10 YsslrAfSlst,
lor on*
1* Protoln lormlno
sclds
15 Gorman
housawlls
18 Hollywood snd
(famous
Intarssctlon)
17 Rsnowmd
Uvaxpudllsn
O'ummar
18 8lng*r.
songwrllor Psul
20 Hall a city In P.I.
21 Pourlorth
22 Qlv* a plodg*
24 On* In a hundred
26 Flah, In a way.
27 Clear
28 Angkv's nood
29 Collogowall
climbor
32 Got on
35 Dopuly, In a son so
37 Lobanon*
Gomayal
38 Out ol lashlon
40 Ta) Mahal silo
41 Popular card
gam*
43 Horn** ol a sort
44 Unit ol onotgy
45 To be): Fr.

S11 Eaat Many J-BdrmJI poraon.
Hear OWaahaasr Toarors. MOOraerson/semester. Tanattl pay* only
aghta. BuHrSng In eiceUenl condition. John Ne.lOIS Raal Ealala.
SS4VMSS.

ntURSTIt MANOR APARTMENTS
Al conrjaoned. hjly carpatejd. csole
vWon. olraaancloa. laundry lacaTM
Now Masmg lor summar 8 tal
461 Thurshn Avs 352-5435

"EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL"

Weekends 9-5:00

| Fsl IBS*
One A Two lomoater leal a a
Futy turn Eflloencies. complete
w.'ookx TV. Cable, at uHrMa paid
Oast Almoapnar*. 8288 (1 par).
$175 aa. (2 par). 384-3182 12-4
waaldayl. 362-1820 anyone

Apts. lor ranis (aummar) axe** toesaormaar campua. Two-2 bdrm. apis,
aval Specal aummar rate. 35?

NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL

Go anywhere
Greyhound goes.

Cal

1 F rmmte needed tor S4-'8B
Spactou*. 2 lul baths kaa heal Rook Ledge Apt*. Non-emoksrs cal
lens 352-5475 or Susan 3723004

A floor wakar. appty In
parson Abo taking apptcettone tor
oOwrposalona

Abortion. Progjancy Tests.
Lamaza Ctaaail
Cantor tor Choice
Downtown Totodo (418) 255-7768

PANS kSLLS S 10M ROLFE: AM
YOU ouvs M SHAPE FOR THE
"YOU KNOW WHAT OREEN
MEANS" SPECIAL TONIQHT?
LOVE. YOUR PR FOblON.

FOR RENT

Buttono now Iking tor lolowlng posi-

VOTE FOR SOS WADE S CwaBY
SMITH. USO
PRESIDENTIVICE
PRESaBENT

Engssh darts A sccMSories
Purcel s Bete Shop
131 W. Wooeler St. 382-8284

tows

USG AT-LAFtGE REP
ELECTION TODAY
LEADERSHIP. EXPERIENCE
DEDICATION

For Sale Muektal Size Food Mixer
lor Irslsmmssrsorortoss Good Con
rj^ Baal oBer 3720087

'JAM:
YOU ARE THE BESTI
HAVE A ■000 ONE.

VOTE CHUCK VAN NESS

ELECT
JOEGIEFtLACH
S
LEIGH HOUJNOSWORTH
TOOAY
IN THE BA. BLDG

HUGE ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES

73 Okkl Cuaan Supreme Brown.
Beige vtiyt lop. V 8 SS76. 3722078. or 287-8168.

SPECIALS
SwIMSUfTS » SHORTS

7T»«-BREAK

FALCON HOUSE
1*0 E. WOOSTER

JOURNALISM 300
APPLICATIONS
AHEOUE

Th

14.

Congrekaatona to Carol McMahon
and Slave Onmrn on their Gamma Pt.
Bata-PI Kappa Phi ■vsaarmg' Wa at
wish you iha baatt Lova. Tha Skiers
ol Qamma PW Bets

JACK'S BAKERY

RIDES

Do you araat to km an act*, seas*
In InvhwrsMy tokarnuratof Apakcatlone lor tha Unlvaralty mtraawsis
Advtoory board can ba ptoksd up m
Rm. 10* Studant FkH Camar DaeaV

WHALER SAILOR a MATES
HAVE A FANTASTIC Tk*E M FLORI1A. HOPE YOU DONT OET TOO
MUCH SANO KICKED IN YOUR
FACE.

VOTE tTCVC HANNA UM B»3>
VOTE STEVE HANNA UM HEP
VOTE STEVE HANNA USD HEP

Loel Cna pa> ol glasses n a brown
caaa with a Plcaaao drawing on Iron!
tt lound ptaaaa cal Janet at 2-5068.

SERVICES OFFERED

you and Joa at* Ha boat canoMslee
and I'm aura Iha votara do tool I'm ao
proud ol youl
Lova. Cam*

BtUoVMOCR
FOR
USO REP AT LAROE
MARCH IJTM, 14TM

HEYJUDC,
MOWDY, OOTTA LOVE YOUR PUDMI DAWO OVER THERE. THINK
ABOUT m St,

2 bedroom newly tumlahad apts
Now rentng lor 84 85 FREE sat.
Wa TV Cal 362-2683
1 bdrm apt 12 mo lease SlsrWg m
May. $175 .mo 8 uM Ph 3522267
US N. ENTERPRISE
2 BDRM. FURN. CARPETED WITH
0A8 HEAT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL NEWLOVE MANAOEaENT.
M2-8820 OR 182-1115

Furnished & Unfurnished

1 bdrm. apt dose to campus 8485
school year 1-267-33*1

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Summar rentals 1 bdrm apts and 6
bdrm house Close to campua. 1287-3341

Saturdays 10-3:00

46 Dovors Stale
Abbr.
47 Shiny marble
49 Vivaldi's
"The Four
"
53 Alexander Calder
creation
55 Highlander's garb
56 Grant ol TV
57 Portent
58 Boss Tweed,
perhaps?
81 Flnelsbrlc
62 Time lor a meal'
63 Consume
64 Normandy tourist
town
65 Bench warmers
66 Is Inclined to

12 Egyptian cross
ol Ilia
13 Assigned route
18 TV commercial
23 French writer,
1850-1923
25 Concerning
26 Soviet press
agency
28 Sew lightly
30 Unripe: Fr.
31 Certain votes
32 Stand up to
33 God of love
34 Sound familiar
36 Scottish Cells
38 Quldes for
dressmakers
39 Israeli seaport
42 Life ot people
43 Most orderly
DOWN
46 Farmer's piece
1 Home ol Puccini's 48 Ornamental
Mlml
Chinese tree
2 "I'd walk
49 Puts under
contract
3 Low-growing tree 50 Ol former days
4 MITgrad
51
Insight
5 Settled down
52 Irrational
numbers
6 "
the Fall."
53 Plsywrlghl Hart
by Arthur Miller
7 Bird's crop
54 Leave out
8 Place lor a ring
55 Doorhandle
59 Promise to pay.
9 Kind ol party
10 Baoluse
lor short
00 Gibraltar
11 Famous family
In entertainmenl
slmlsn

Evenings by Appt.

EUROPE! from $439 Rounolp air
(DetroavFrerwIurtl. $370 2 mo EURAHPASS HoaMB Fuanbow lours
713/524-2727.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

M&WCfl TO PHVIOUl PUZZLE
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